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It is shown that, for a positive integer s, there exists an s-transitive graph of odd
order if and only if s3 and that, for s=2 or 3, an s-transitive graph of odd order
is a normal cover of a graph for which there is an automorphism group that is
almost simple and s-transitive.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Denote by 1 a finite connected graph with vertex set V1 and edge set
E1. For a positive integer s, an s-arc of 1 is an (s+1)-tuple (v0 , v1 , ..., vs)
of vertices such that [vi&1 , vi] # E1 for 1is and vi&1 {vi+1 for 1i
s&1. Let Aut 1 denote the full automorphism group of 1. If GAut 1
is transitive on V1 and on the set of s-arcs, then 1 is called a (G, s)-arc
transitive graph; while if in addition G is not transitive on the set of (s+1)-arcs
of 1, then 1 is called a (G, s)-transitive graph. In particular, if G=Aut 1 then
a (G, s)-arc transitive and a (G, s)-transitive graph is simply called an s-arc
transitive graph or an s-transitive graph, respectively. (Note that an s-transitive
graph has valency greater than 2.)
Interest in s-transitive graphs stems from a beautiful result of W. T. Tutte
(1947) who proved that there exist no s-transitive cubic graphs for s6.
Since then, the class of finite s-transitive graphs have received considerable
attention, see, for example, [9, 17, 21] for references. One of the most
remarkable results in the area is that there exist no s-transitive graphs for
s=6 and s8, which was obtained by R. Weiss (1981). Further, for each
value of s # [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7] there exist s-transitive graphs. This paper will
show that there exist no s-transitive graphs of odd order for s4. (The
number of vertices of a graph 1 is called the order of 1.)
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Let s2 be an integer, and let 1 be an s-transitive graph. Assume that
GAut 1 is such that 1 is (G, s)-arc transitive. For an intransitive normal
subgroup N of G, the normal quotient graph 1N induced by N is defined as
the graph with vertices the N-orbits on V1 such that two N-orbits 21 and
22 are adjacent in 1N if some vertex in 21 is adjacent in 1 to some vertex
in 22 . In the case where the valency of 1 is equal to the valency of 1N , 1
is called a cover of 1N , and since such a cover is induced by the normal
subgroup N, 1 is called a normal cover of 1N . The result of this paper is
the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let s be a positive integer. Then
(1) there exists an s-transitive graph of odd order if and only if s3;
(2) assuming that 1 is a (G, s)-transitive graph of odd order for some
GAut 1 and some s=2 or 3, there exists a normal subgroup N IG such
that GN is an almost simple group, 1N is a (GN, s)-transitive graph, and
1 is a normal cover of 1N .
This theorem tells us that a highly s-transitive graph, namely s # [4, 5, 7],
must have even number of vertices. For each value of s # [4, 5, 7], it is known
that there exist s-transitive graphs, see [1, 2, 3, 13]. However, there are not
many known examples of such graphs, and it is widely believed that s-tran-
sitive graphs for s # [4, 5, 7] are very rare. Theorem 1.1 strengthens this belief.
Let 1 be a (G, s)-transitive graph for some s2. Let N be a maximal
normal intransitive subgroup of G which has at least three orbits in V1.
Then every non-trivial normal subgroup of GN has at most two orbits in
V1N . Thus 1N has no non-trivial normal quotient with respect to GN, and
such a graph is said to be basic. (By [11], a basic (G, 2)-arc transitive
graph 1 may have a non-trivial normal quotient with respect to other
subgroups of Aut 1.) It was proved by C. E. Praeger (1992) that 1N is
(GN, s)-arc transitive, and on the other hand, it was shown by J. Conway
(see [1, Sections 18 and 19]) that any s-arc transitive graph has a non-
trivial s-arc transitive normal cover. This suggests a strategy to study s-arc
transitive graphs involving two steps:
(a) characterizing basic s-arc transitive graphs, and
(b) finding normal covers of basic s-arc transitive graphs.
For each positive integer n, there exist basic 2-transitive graphs of order
n, for example, the complete graph Kn is 2-transitive; for each even number
2m, there exist basic 3-transitive graph of order 2m, for example, the
complete bipartite graph Km, m is 3-transitive. The only known 3-transitive
graph of odd order is constructed in Section 2. By [12], there exist no
3-transitive graphs of odd prime-power order; by [14], for each k3 there
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exist at most finitely many basic 2-arc transitive Cayley graphs of odd
order and valency k. It would be interesting to determine all odd integers
n such that there exist basic 3-transitive graphs of order n. We conjecture
that such graphs of odd order must be very rare.
In [12], a complete classification is given of basic s-transitive graph of
prime-power order for s2. Here we would like to formulate a problem
regarding s-transitive graphs of odd order for s=2 or 3.
Problem 1.2. Give a classification of basic s-transitive graphs of odd
order for s=2 or 3.
We remark that if 1 is a basic (G, s)-transitive graph for s=2 or 3, then
by Theorem 1.1, G is an almost simple group, and thus G may be read out
from the classification of primitive permutation groups of odd degree given
by Liebeck and Saxl in [15].
2. DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES
Let G be a finite group, and let H be a subgroup of G. The subgroup H
is said to be core-free if H contains no nontrivial normal subgroups of G.
Denote by [G : H] the set of right cosets of H in G, and for a subset S of G,
denote by S

the set of right cosets of H contained in HS, that is [Hs | s # S].
For an element g # G"H such that g2 # H, the coset graph
1 :=1(G, H, HgH)
is the graph with vertex set [G : H] and with Hx, Hy adjacent if and only
if yx&1 # HgH. By definition, the set of vertices of 1(G, H, HgH) which
are adjacent to the vertex H is equal to gH=[Hgh | h # H]. It follows that
the group G in its coset action by right multiplication on [G : H] is tran-
sitive on the vertex set of 1(G, H, HgH), and in this G-action the subgroup
H is the stabilizer of the vertex H in G and acts transitively on gH. Thus
G also acts transitively on the arc set of 1(G, H, HgH), that is, 1(G, H, HgH)
is a G-arc-transitive graph. The valency of 1(G, H, HgH) equals the car-
dinality of gH, that is, |[HgH : H]|. Clearly, |[HgH : H]|=|[H : H & H g]|.
By definition, it is clear that 1(G, H, HgH) is connected if and only if
(H, g) =G.
For a vertex : # V1, let 1(:) be the set of vertices adjacent to :. Let G:
be the stabilizer of : in G, and let G1(:): be the permutation group on 1(:)
induced by G: .
Next we use : and ; to denote the vertex H and the vertex Hg, respec-
tively. Then G:=H and G;=H g. Since g2 # H, g interchanges : and ;, and
so interchanges G: and G; . Now G:; , the subgroup of G which fixes both
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: and ;, equals H & H g; while G[:, ;] , the subgroup of G which fixes the
edge [:, ;], equals (H & H g, g).
As we have noticed, the subgroup H acts transitively on gH with point-
stabilizer H & H g. Thus the H-action on gH is equivalent to the coset
action of H on [H : H & H g]. It is clear that 1(G, H, HgH) is a (G, 2)-arc
transitive graph if and only if H is 2-transitive on the neighborhood gH of
H, and so if and only if H is 2-transitive on [H : H & H g]. These observa-
tions are useful for constructing s-transitive graphs. Now we are ready to
construct some s-transitive graphs of odd order for s=2 or 3. (For two
groups G and F, G .F denotes an extension of G by F, while G < F denotes
a semidirect product of G by F.)
An Infinite Family of 2-Transitive Graphs of Odd Order that Are Not
Complete Graphs. Let G=PSL(2, p) with p prime and congruent to \1
(mod 4). By [18, p. 417], G has a maximal subgroup H which is
isomorphic to A4 . Assume further that 4 does not divide |G|. Let z be an
element of H of order 3. Then there exists an involution g # G such that
z g=z&1. Since H is maximal in G, (H, g) =G and H & H g=(z)$Z3 .
Let
1=1(G, H, HgH).
Then 1 is a (G, 2)-transitive 4-valent graph, and since |G||H| is odd, 1 is
of odd order.
A 3-Transitive Graph of Odd Order. Let G=A7 . By the Atlas [4], G
has a maximal subgroup H isomorphic to (A4_Z3) < Z2 . Let P be a Sylow
3-subgroup of H. Then P$Z23 , and NG(P)=P < Z4 . Let g be an element
of NG(P) of order 4. Then H & H g = (P, g2) $ Z23 < Z2 , g
2 # H and
G=(H, g). Let
1=1(G, H, HgH).
Then by [6, pp. 402403], 1 is a (G, 3)-transitive 4-valent graph of order 35.
Clearly, each self-paired orbital graph of a transitive permutation group
of odd degree is an arc-transitive graph of odd order, and most of such arc-
transitive graphs are not 2-arc transitive. We therefore have
Proposition 2.1. For each value of s # [1, 2, 3], there exist s-transitive
graphs of odd order.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. First we recall the result of
Gardiner [7] and Weiss [20] which characterizes the point-stabilizer of an
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TABLE I
k s G:=H G:;
q+1 4 ([q2] < (Zq&1(q&1, 3) .PGL(2, q))) .R ([q3] < (Zq&1_Zq&1(q&1, 3))) .R
2m+1 5 ([q3] < GL(2, q)) .R ([q4] < Z2q&1) .R
3m+1 7 ([q5] < GL(2, q)) .R ([q6] < Z2q&1) .R
automorphism group of an s-transitive graph for big values of s; see also
[9, Theorem 2.1.5].
Theorem 3.1. Let 1 be a connected graph of valency k, and let GAut 1
be such that 1 is transitive on V1. Let :, ; # V1 be a pair of adjacent
vertices.
(1) (Weiss [20, 22]) Assume that s4 and that 1 is (G, s)-transitive.
Then s # [4, 5, 7], k=q+1 where q is a prime power, and the stabilizers G:
and G:; are completely known, as Table I, where R is a group of field
automorphisms of PSL(2, q). Further, either 1 is s-transitive, or k=3, s=4,
and 1 is 5-transitive.
(2) (Gardiner [7, Theorem 3.1]) Assume that H is a subgroup of G
which satisfies row 1, 2 or 3 of the above table. If there exists an arc-tran-
sitive graph 1(G, H, HgH) of valency k, then 1(G, H, HgH) is s-transitive
for s=4, 5 or 7, respectively.
Now we analyze the structure of the group G which acts s-transitively on
some graph of odd order in order to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.
A transitive permutation group G on 0 is said to be quasiprimitive if each
non-trivial normal subgroup of G is transitive on 0. The structure of quasi-
primitive permutation groups was described and the following theorem was
proved by Praeger [16], also see [17]. (Recall that the socle of a group G,
denoted by soc(G), is the product of all minimal normal subgroups of G.)
Theorem 3.2 (Praeger [16]). Let 1 be a (G, 2)-arc transitive graph
such that G is quasiprimitive on V1. Then G is one of four types: HA, AS,
PA, or TW, defined as follows.
HA (Holomorph Affine) soc(G) is an elementary abelian 2-group and
acts regularly on V1.
AS (Almost Simple) soc(G) is a nonabelian simple group.
PA (Product Action) soc(G)=T k for some nonabelian simple group
T and some k2 such that no normal
subgroups of soc(G) are regular on V1.
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TW (Twisted Wreath Product) soc(G)=T k for some nonabelian simple
group T and some k2 such that soc(G) is regular on V1.
Let 1 be a connected graph of odd order, and let GAut 1 be such that
1 is (G, s)-arc transitive, where s2. Then G is a transitive permutation
group on V1 of odd degree. Let M be a normal subgroup of G which is
maximal subject to that M is intransitive on V1, and let 1M be the
quotient graph of 1 induced by M. Then each non-trivial normal subgroup
of GM is transitive on V1M , that is, GM is a quasiprimitive permutation
group on V1M . By [16, Theorem 4.1], 1M is (GM, s)-arc transitive. Since
1 is not bipartite, 1 and 1M have the same valency, and thus 1 is a normal
cover of 1M . Thus, to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, we only need to
prove the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3. Let GAut 1 be such that |V1 | is odd, 1 is (G, s)-arc
transitive, and G is quasiprimitive on V1. Then s3, and for s=2 or 3, G
is an almost simple group.
Proof. Since |V1 | is odd, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that soc(G) is
nonabelian, and if further soc(G) is not simple then G acts on V1 in
product action.
We will complete the proof of Proposition 3.3 by proving a series of
lemmas. The first lemma gives a characterization for the point-stabilizer of
G in the case where G is of type PA.
Lemma 3.4. Assume that G is of type PA. Then soc(G1(:): ) is an elementary
abelian 2-group, where : # V1.
Proof. Let N=soc(G)=T1_ } } } _Tk , where k2 and T1 $ } } } $Tk
is nonabelian simple. Then the point-stabilizer N: {1. Suppose that
soc(G1(:): ) is nonabelian. Since G
1(:)
: is a 2-transitive permutation group, by
Burnside’s theorem, soc(G1(:): ) is nonabelian simple. As N: {1, we have






: ). In particular, N
1(:)
: is
almost simple and transitive on 1(:). Thus 1 is an N-arc-transitive graph.
Let M be a proper normal subgroup of N. Then M 1(:): IN 1(:): , and so
either M:=1, or M 1(:): is transitive on 1(:).
If M 1(:): is transitive on 1(:), it then follows that the quotient graph 1M
has only two vertices and is isomorphic to K2 , which is a contradiction
since NM is transitive on V1M . Thus M:=1, and M is semiregular on
V1. In particular, some Ti acts semiregular on V1, which is again a contra-
diction since |V1 | is odd. Hence soc(G1(:): ) is abelian, and so soc(G
1(:)
: )=
Zdr for some positive integer d and some prime r. Now the graph 1 has
valency rd. Since |V1 | is odd, rd is even, that is, r=2 and soc(G1(:): ) is an
elementary abelian 2-group. K
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The next lemma shows that G must be almost simple.
Lemma 3.5. The group G is not of type PA.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that G is of type PA. Then
N :=soc(G)=T1_ } } } _Tk ,
where k2 and T1 $ } } } $Tk is nonabelian simple, and N: {1 where
: # V1. By Lemma 3.4, G1(:): =Z
d
2 < G0 , where G0 is the stabilizer of ; # 1(:)
in G1(:): , that is, G
1(:)
: is an affine 2-transitive permutation group of degree 2
d.





particular, N 1(:): is transitive on 1(:), and 1 is an N-arc transitive graph.
Hence there exists a 2-element g # N satisfying that (N: , g) =N and
g2 # N: such that the graph 1 may be identified with the coset graph
1(N, N: , N:gN:).
With this identification, the neighborhood of : is [N: gx | x # N:], and the
valency of 1 is equal to
|N:gN: : N: |=|N: : N: & N g: |=2
d.
Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N: , and let Pi=P & Ti for i=1, 2, ..., k.
Then P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N, Pi is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Ti , and
P=P1_P2 } } } _Pk .
Write
g= g1g2 } } } gk where g i # Ti .
Let Q be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N: & N g: which is contained in P. Then
there exists a Sylow 2-subgroup P$ of N g: such that Q=P & P$. Let Qi be
a Sylow 2-subgroup of Ti & T gii which is contained in Pi . Then there exists
a Sylow 2-subgroup P$i of T gii such that Qi=Pi & P$i . Now P$=P$1_
P$2 } } } _P$k , and P & P$(P1 & P$1)_(P2 & P$2) } } } _(Pk & P$k). If x # P & P$,
then x=x1x2 } } } xk such that xi # Ti . It follows since x lies in both P and P$
that xi lies in both Pi and P$i , and hence xi # Pi & P$i . Thus x # (P1 & P$1)_
(P2 & P$2) } } } _(Pk & P$k), and so
Q=P & P$=(P1 & P$1)_(P2 & P$2) } } } _(Pk & P$k)=Q1_ } } } _Qk .
In particular,
2d=|N: : N: & N g: |=|P : Q|= ‘
k
i=1
|Pi : Q i |.
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Therefore, identifying [(Ti): : (Ti): & (Ti) gi: ] with [Pi : Qi], and identifying
1(:) with [P : Q], we have that 1(:)=[P1 : Q1]_[P2 : Q2]_ } } } _
[Pk : Qk].
Let Ri=>j{i Tj . Then Ri IN, and NRi $Ti . Let 1Ri be the normal
quotient graph of 1 induced by Ri . Since 1 is N-arc transitive, 1Ri is
NRi -arc transitive. Now 1Ri may be identified with the coset graph
1(NRi , N : , N : g iN :),
where N :=N:Ri Ri=N:(N: & Ri) and g i is the image of gi under N  NRi .
The valency of 1Ri equals |N : : N : & N
g i
: |=|Pi : Qi |. Since NRi $Ti is non-
abelian simple and acts transitively on V1Ri , the valency of 1Ri is greater than
2, that is |Pi : Qi |>2.
Now the G1(:): -action on 1(:) leaves invariant the Cartesian decomposi-
tion:
1(:)=[P1 : Q1]_[P2 : Q2]_ } } } _[Pk : Qk].
Thus the vertices in 1(:) have the form (|1 , |2 , ..., |k), where |j # [Pj : Qj].
Choose three vertices ;i=(|i1 , |i2 , ..., |ik) in 1(:), where i # [1, 2, 3], such
that |21 {|11 , |22=|12 , |31=|11 , |32 {|12 , and |1j=|2j=|3j for all
j3. Since G1(:): is 2-transitive, there exists _ # G
1(:)
: such that
(;1 , ;2)_=(;2 , ;3).
However, ;1 and ;2 have exactly k&1 entries equal; ;2 and ;3 have
exactly k&2 entries equal. This is not possible. Therefore, G is not of type
PA, and the proof of the lemma is completed. K
The next lemma characterizes the structure of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G: .
(For integers m and m$, m & m$ denotes that m divides m$ and m is coprime
to m$m.)
Lemma 3.6. Let X=GL(2, q) .( f ) , where q is odd and f is a field
automorphism of GL(2, q). Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of X. Then
(i) for q#1 (mod 4), 2s & q&1 and 2t & o( f ),
P=(a, b) < (z, w) $(Z2s _Z2 s) < (Z2 _Z2 t),
where z is an involution and interchanges a and b; w has order 2t and
normalizes both (a) and (b);
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(ii) for q#3 (mod 4), 2s & q+1 and 2t & o( f ),
P=(a) < (z, w)$Z2 s+1 < (Z4_Z2 t),
where o(z)=2 and o(w)=2t.
In particular, in either case, if C_D is a subgroup of P then one of C, D is
cyclic.
Proof. (i) Assume that q#1 (mod 4), 2s & q&1 and 2t & o( f ). Then a
Sylow 2-subgroup of GL(2, q) is of order 22s+1. Let = be an element of












Then z interchanges a and b, and (a, b, z) $Z22s < Z2 is a Sylow 2-sub-
group of GL(2, q). It is clear that f normalizes both (a) and (b) , and
centralizes z.
(ii) Assume that q#3 (mod 4), 2s & q+1 and 2t & o( f ). Then a
Sylow 2-subgroup of GL(2, q) has order 2s+2. Let = be an element of

















It then follows that (a) $Z2s+1 , (z) $Z4 , and az=a2
s&1. Further, it is
clear that f normalizes (a) and centralizes z. K
The final lemma will complete the proof of our theorem.
Lemma 3.7. If G is almost simple, then s3.
Proof. Let G be an almost simple group, that is, soc(G)=T is non-
abelian simple. Suppose that s4. By Theorem 3.1, 1 is of valency q+1
where q= pm for some prime p. Since |V1 | is odd, the valency q+1 is
even, and so p{2. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that s{5 and 1 is also
(T, s)-transitive. Further, by Theorem 3.1, either s=4 and T: $([q2] <
(Zq&13 .PGL(2, q))) .L, or s=7 and T: $([q5]< GL(2, q)) .( f ) , where f
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is a field automorphism of GL(2, q), and [q2] and [q5] are groups of
order q2 and q5, respectively.
Let R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of T: . Since |V1 | is odd, R is also a Sylow
2-subgroup of T, and as q is odd, R is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup
of GL(2, q) .( f ) . Thus the structure of R is known, see Lemma 3.6, and so
T has the following properties:
(i) T: satisfies Theorem 3.1 with q odd;
(ii) T has a maximal subgroup M which contains T: and hence
contains R;
(iii) R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of T, and if C_D is a subgroup of R
then one of C, D is cyclic; in particular, M has odd index in T.
In the rest of the proof, we will show that no simple groups T have these
properties.
First assume that T is a sporadic simple group. By the information given
in the Atlas [4], we can easily conclude that T does not satisfy the proper-
ties (i)(iii). Thus this is not the case.
Next assume that T=An . If n8, then T contains a subgroup isomorphic
to A4_A4 and so T contains a 2-subgroup isomorphic to Z22_Z
2
2 , which is
a contradiction to property (iii). Thus n7. Then by the information given in
the Atlas [4], we conclude that this is not the case.
Finally assume that T is of Lie type. First we use property (iii) to restrict
the possibilities for T. Assume that T is a classical simple group of Lie type.
If T=PSL(n, r) for n4, then PSL(2, r) wr Z2<T; while if n6 then
PSL(3, r) wr Z2<T. It follows from property (iii) that either n3, or n5
and r3. Similarly, for T=PSU(n, r), either n=3, or T=PSU(4, 2); for
T=PSp(n, r), T=PSp(4, 2)$A6 ; finally, T{P0(n, r), P0\(n, r). Assume
that T is an exceptional simple group of Lie type. It follows from these
restrictions on the classical simple groups of Lie type that T{Ei (r) with
i # [6, 7, 8], 2E6(r), F4(r), 3D4(r) with r>3, G2(r) with r>3; see for
example [15]. Now analyze the remaining groups. If T=PSL(2, q) then it
follows from [18, p. 417] that T does not satisfy all of properties (i), (ii)
and (iii). From information given in the Atlas [4], we may conclude that
the groups T=PSL(n, r) with n5 and r3, PSU(4, 2) and PSp(4, 2) do
not satisfy all of properties (i), (ii) and (iii). Suppose that T=PSL(3, q)
with q>3 or PSU(3, q). Then all maximal subgroups of T are completely
known, see for example [10, Chapter 4]. We may conclude that T=
PSL(3, q) and T:=[r2].Z(r&1)(r&1, 3) .PGL(2, r). It follows that r=q, and
thus T acts 2-transitively on [T : T:], which is a contradiction. This
completes the proof of the lemma. K
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